August 6th, 2013

To: John (owner of 128 Bronte Road apartment complex):
D.H. Westview Properties Ltd.
c.c. Terence Young MPP, Ralph Robinson, Alan Johnston, The Oakville Beaver
1. It is regrettable why all of the residents of your apartment complex here were never
brought into the discussions of these towers before you committed to them. Why was
this process missed and circumvented?
2. Mounting the towers at the top of the elevator shaft as opposed to somewhere else
was decided on what basis and for what reason and what potential additional effects or
side-effects could be produced by our residents travelling up and down the elevators by
the Radio frequency fields? Is exposure greater on the top floors travelled as opposed
to the bottom floors?
3. While the government of Canada advises that there is no evidence to suggest that
the use of wireless communications networks is dangerous to human health as long as
the RF(Radio Frequency) Fields exposure guidelines are respected what happens to
our residents if they are not respected by Rogers and the fields emit higher levels of
radio frequency than is in the guidelines?
4. Industry Canada is the federal agency who monitors wireless communications
equipment for Health Canada but how often will our equipment be monitored and what
will the nature of the monitoring be?
5. While the government of Canada requires wireless carriers to design and locate their
antennas to ensure public exposure to RF fields from their wireless installations follow
Canadian standards
just how large and tall and wide and the average RF field will our residents have to
contend with?
Do the RF fields fluctuate or are they larger or smaller at different times of the day?
6. While you have a clause inserted into your lease agreement with Rogers
Communications to dismantle the towers should Health Canada RF fields change to
reflect there is a health hazard to the public it doesn't appear to change the fact that us
residents are victims to a technology that may or may not adversely effect our
health. Shouldn't the building management wait until it is PROVEN without a doubt
what health effects such towers might cause or produce in our tenants rather than
proceed with this EXPERIMENT?
7. Why would you consider a METAL TENANT more important and welcome than your
other tenants?
Roman C. Bandi
128 Bronte Road
Apartment #408
Bronte Estates
Oakville, Ontario

